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REPORT ON INDUCTION & ORIENTATIONS

PROGRAM
The program aims to create awareness about V V sangha’s Ballari,

Vijayanagar College. The facility and graduate branches, the holistic

personality of faculty, and the entire Institution's administration to newly

admitted students. As we are in the new era of education, our Karnataka

Govt has implemented the first ever (National Education policy) NEP-2020.

       The induction and orientation program was divided into two parts in

two days. On the first day, the program was conducted for the B.Sc., BBA,

and BCA; the next day, the program were conducted for BA and B.Com

students. The induction and orientation program started according to the

plan chalked out by IQAC, i.e., with prayer song, well come speech. The

IQAC Coordinator, Dr. Venkatesh K Bhovi, briefed about NAAC, the IQAC

cell, its reasonability, and the Students' satisfaction survey (SSS) during the

NAAC process. The IQAC Coordinator enlightens on the feedback

participation and its benefits. Dr. V S Prabaiah Principal gave information

about V V Sangha, the college, and UUCMS (Unified University College
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maintenance system. As per the program list, the HODS, Convener of the

cells and committee, and NSS, NCC, Red Youth Cross, and Sports

department explained faculty members, responsibilities, and facilities at the

departments excellently.

The program went smoothly and informatively to the students and the last

presidential speech by Our College Chairman Sri. Asundi B Nagaraj Gouda

briefed about the development in academic and administrative work at our

Institution. He has suggested that college staff should work for the overall

development of the students. He has assured all possible support from the

management.

After completing the program on both days, we asked students to give

feedback about the orientation and induction program. Students were happy

and felt proud to be part of the prestigious Institution. They showed a

willingness to use all the available facilities at the Institution.

Day 1: Induction and orientation program
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Day 1: First-year students of B.Sc., BBA., BCA and all the staff members

in the program

Day 2: Induction and orientation program inauguration
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Day 2: First-year students of B.Com., BA and all the staff members in

the program

Program Coordinator and IQAC Coordinator speech
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Presidential speech by Asundi B Nagaraj Gouda College chairman

Program feedback- From students
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Program Outcome

The program ended with greater satisfaction in sharing and

exchanging information and knowledge between the staff and the students.

Students understood the facilities and activities of each department and

their plan of action during their academic program, briefed by respective

HODs. Through this induction and orientation, students understood the

NEP Courses and their curricular activities, Syllabus, Credit system,

Multiple entries, and multiple exit system of NEP-2020. All the department's

HODs shared their knowledge of higher education, opportunities, and

guidelines to achieve their targeted goals.


